On Monday 19 March, 6R helped to create an Easter poster for Sunbury Square. All schools that make a poster get $50. I would like to thank Mrs Summers, Mrs Kasey and the rest of 6R that made this fantastic poster possible.

By Brody Hourigan

This week, 6R helped Mrs Summers paint the Easter display for the Sunbury Square. It will be hung up at the Sunbury Square for everybody to see. For every school that enters, they get $50. It looks fantastic!

By Nathan Daniels and Lachlan Crozier

Artwork by the children of Goonawarra which will be displayed during Easter in the Sunbury Square.
Nathan, Lachlan and Brody working on our Easter display.
Thomas, Mia and Chelsea busy decorating their hats.

Aden and Owen working on their hats.
Amaya and Mary making their puppets.

Kayla, Alex and Hannah making puppets.
Grade 2 trying out our new instant paints.